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Abstract
A long-standing problem in string phenomenology has been the fact that
the string unication scale disagrees with the GUT scale obtained by extrap-
olating low-energy data within the framework of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM). In this paper we examine several eects that may
modify the minimal string predictions and thereby bring string-scale unica-
tion into agreement with low-energy data. These include heavy string threshold
corrections, non-standard hypercharge normalizations, light SUSY thresholds,
intermediate gauge structure, and thresholds arising from extra matter beyond
the MSSM. We explicitly evaluate these contributions within a variety of real-
istic free-fermionic string models, including the ipped SU(5), SO(6)SO(4),
and various SU(3)SU(2)U(1) models, and nd that most of these sources
do not substantially alter the minimal string predictions. Indeed, we nd that
only the contributions from certain types of extra matter can reconcile string
unication with low-energy data. Remarkably, however, many of the realistic





As is well known, string theories have a number of properties which make them
the leading candidates for a unied theory of the fundamental forces and interactions.
Not only do they provide a rst-quantized description of gravity, for example, but
they also incorporate N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theories as their low-energy
limits. This is an important feature, for such supersymmetric gauge theories are
natural extensions of the Standard Model which are in agreement with all low-energy
experimental data. Moreover, one such theory in particular, namely the minimal
supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), provides a successful scenario for gauge
coupling unication, with a predicted unication scale M
MSSM
 2  10
16
GeV.
String theories, on the other hand, predict gauge coupling unication at a somewhat









at unication. This discrepancy between these two unication scales implies, for







the Z scale. Resolving this discrepancy and \making the two ends meet" is therefore
one of the major problems confronting string phenomenology.
There are many possible eects which may account for this discrepancy and alter
the running of the gauge couplings between the high and low energy scales. First,
there are the so-called \heavy string threshold corrections" which represent the con-
tributions from the massive Planck-scale string states that are otherwise neglected
in an analysis of the purely low-energy (i.e., massless) string spectrum. Second,
there are potential corrections due to the fact that in string theory, the normaliza-
tion of the U(1) hypercharge need not take the standard value that it has in various
eld-theoretic GUT models. Third, if supersymmetry is ultimately broken at the
TeV-scale, the required SUSY-breaking terms will lead to additional light SUSY
thresholds. Fourth, in various GUT scenarios, there can be corrections due to the
presence of non-trivial gauge structure at intermediate scales. Finally, there may also
be contributions from additional exotic states beyond those predicted by the MSSM.
While such states are not expected in standard eld-theoretic GUT scenarios, we
shall see that they appear naturally in certain self-consistent string models.
In this paper, we shall summarize the results of the rst systematic evaluation
of each of these eects within the context of a wide variety of actual realistic free-
fermionic heterotic string models. A more complete discussion of our analysis and
results will be presented in Ref. [1]. As we shall nd, most of these eects in these
models cannot resolve the discrepancy between string unication and low-energy
data. In particular, they do not modify the one-loop renormalization group equations







Z-scale when starting at the string scale. However, we shall nd that the eect
of certain extra exotic states has the potential to bring the low-energy data into
agreement with string unication. Remarkably, these states, which take the form of
extra color triplets and electroweak doublets with special U(1) quantum numbers,
appear naturally in the realistic free-fermionic string models. Thus string theory,
which predicts an unexpectedly high unication scale M
string
, in many cases also
2
simultaneously predicts precisely the extra exotic particles needed to reconcile this
higher scale with low-energy data.
The string models that we have chosen for our analysis include the ipped SU(5)
model of Ref. [2], the SO(6)SO(4) model of Ref. [3], and various string models [4, 5]
in which the Standard-Model gauge group SU(3)SU(2)U(1) is realized directly
at the Planck scale. As required, all of these models have N = 1 spacetime super-
symmetry, and contain exactly three generations in their massless spectra. Moreover,
these models also naturally incorporate the fermion mass hierarchy with a heavy top-
quark mass. These models can all be realized in the free-fermionic construction [6],





orbifold structure [7]. In the free-fermionic construction, this
structure is realized through the so-called \NAHE set" of boundary-condition basis
vectors.
String theory predicts in general that at tree level, the gauge couplings g
i
corre-
sponding to each gauge group G
i
realized at Kac-Moody level k
i
will unify with the
















for all i (1)
where 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the combined corrections from each of the eects discussed above. Thus, in a given
realistic string model, we can use Eq. (2) to nd the expected values of the strong and

















as a xed input parameter, and leave k
1
arbitrary. We then solve Eqs. (2) for i = 1; 2; 3
simultaneously in order to eliminate the direct dependence on g
string
from the rst





, and in all subsequent numerical calculations we will allow M
string
to vary in
the range (2   7)  10
17
GeV in order to account for this. In each case we initially
assume the MSSM spectrum between the Planck scale and the Z-scale, and treat all









































represents the one-loop contributions from the MSSM spectrum alone, and the re-
maining  terms respectively correspond to heavy string thresholds, light SUSY
thresholds, intermediate-scale gauge structure, and intermediate-scale extra matter.
Each of these  terms has an analytic expression in terms of 
e:m:
as well as model-
specic parameters such as k
1
, the beta-function coecients, and any appropriate
intermediate mass scales. Finally, we also include in our analysis various two-loop
and Yukawa-coupling eects, as well as explicit correction factors arising from scheme
conversion (from the SUSY-based DR scheme to the MS scheme relevant for com-
parisons with low-energy data). These are represented by 
other
.
We have explicitly calculated each of these  contributions for each of the realistic
string models discussed above. Our results are as follows.
Two-loop, Yukawa, and scheme conversion: We rst focus on these \other" cor-
rections. As discussed above, these are calculated assuming the MSSM spectrum
between the string unication and Z scales. To estimate the size of the second-loop
corrections, we run the one- and two-loop RGE's for the gauge couplings and take
the dierence. Likewise, to estimate the Yukawa-coupling corrections, we evolve the
two-loop RGE's for the gauge couplings coupled with the one-loop RGE's for the
heaviest-generation Yukawa couplings, assuming 
t




 1=8 at the
string unication scale. We then subtract the two-loop non-coupled result. As indi-
cated above, these dierences are then each averaged for dierent values of M
string
.









 0:700 : (4)
Non-standard hypercharge normalizations: We have studied the eect of varying
the value of k
1
within the RGE's, as proposed, for example, in Ref. [8]. Although
k
1
= 5=3 in standard SO(10) GUT scenarios, in string theory the hypercharge nor-
malizations can generally be dierent. We nd, however, that the experimental
discrepancies are resolved only for values k
1
 1:4, whereas one can show that string
theory demands k
1
 5=3 [9]. This cannot therefore resolve the discrepancy between
the GUT and string scales.
Heavy string threshold corrections: Calculating the heavy string threshold cor-
rections within the realistic free-fermionic models is by far the most complex part
of the analysis, for there are numerous subtleties arising due to twisted fermionic
boundary conditions and highly non-trivial free-fermionic realizations of the gauge
groups due to occasional enhanced gauge symmetries. A full account of our analysis
will be presented in Ref. [1]. We follow Kaplunovsky [10] in dening the threshold
corrections 
i





























is the spacetime helicity operator, Q
i
is the internal gauge charge operator




is the corresponding one-loop beta-function coecient, andH and
4
H are respectively the left- and right-moving worldsheet Hamiltonians. The trace is
then performed over all sectors in the theory and all mass levels in each sector, and
the result with b
i
subtracted is then integrated over the fundamental domain F of
the modular group. In the realistic models we consider, there are typically thousands
of sectors which make non-vanishing contributions to 
i
, and great care has to be
taken with regards to the GSO projection phases in order to verify that the desired




terms of the individual charges Q
L
corresponding to each worldsheet fermion. In the
cases of string models with enhanced gauge symmetries, this embedding of the gauge
charges within the free fermions can be highly non-trivial. Finally, as a practical
matter, one must perform the integrations in Eq. (5) in such a way that numerical
errors are minimized and all logarithmic divergences cancelled. Details can be found
in Ref. [1].
The various quantities 
i
one obtains must then be appropriately combined in
order to yield expressions for 
(;sin)
h:s:




































respectively correspond to the strong, electroweak, and properly nor-
malized weak hypercharge groups. It is important that only the relative dier-
ences of these quantities appear, for the denition in Eq. (5) neglects certain group-
independent additive factors.
Our results are then as follows. For the SU(3)SU(2)U(1)
^
Y





















=  0:3536. Since the hypercharge operator in this
model has the standard SO(10) embedding, we have taken k
1
= 5=3. Unfortunately,
we see from the signs and sizes of these results that they eectively increase the string
unication scale slightly, and thereby enhance the disagreement with experiment in
this model.
In the remaining models, the Standard Model gauge group is realized only after
the Planck-scale gauge group is broken at an intermediate scaleM
I
. We shall analyze
the eects of such intermediate scales below, and thus assume for the purposes of




. For the ipped SU(5)  U(1) model of Ref. [2],




= 7:681, so that after combining these results in a manner

















)=25], we obtain the
nal low-energy corrections 
(sin)
h:s:





=  0:29. This again








in this model disagrees by a factor of approximately three
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= 2:0483 ; (8)






























=  0:3141. This too implies a slight
eective increase in the string unication scale. Finally, for the SU(3)SU(2)U(1)









=  0:335, also implying a slight increase in the
string unication scale.
It is an important observation that the sizes of the threshold corrections are very
small in all of these realistic string models, and thus do not greatly aect (either
positively or negatively) the magnitude of the string unication scale. Although
such threshold corrections receive contributions from innite towers of massive string
states, we have in fact been able to provide a general model-independent argument [1]
which explains why these corrections must always be naturally suppressed in string
theory (except of course for large moduli). Thus, we conclude that these threshold
corrections cannot by themselves resolve the experimental discrepancy.










has the potential to change the analysis. We have investigated this possibility, how-





enhances the disagreement with experiment. Thus, once again, this cannot eliminate
the experimental discrepancy.
Light SUSY thresholds: As a perturbation on the assumption of the MSSM spec-
trum from the string scale to the Z scale, one can also consider the eects of the light
SUSY thresholds that arise from SUSY-breaking. These eects can ultimately be










assuming either universal or non-universal boundary terms for the sparticle masses.
We nd that even in the \best-case" scenario, these eects cannot resolve the











)g obtainable under variations of M
string
and these SUSY-
breaking parameters, assuming universal boundary conditions. It is clear that the










)  0:125 are
not reached.
Extra string-predicted matter: Finally we consider the eects of extra string-
predicted matter beyond the MSSM. While the introduction of such matter may
seem ad hoc from the low-energy point of view, such matter appears naturally in the
with that obtained in Ref. [11]. The size of our result, however, is more in line with those from the
other realistic models we examine, as well as from previous heavy threshold calculations in various
orbifold and Type-II models [12].
6






















g. Region (a) assumes the MSSM spectrum as discussed in the text,
while (b) also includes the eects of the string-predicted extra matter.
realistic free-fermion models we are examining, and must be included in the analysis.
In these models, this matter typically takes the form of additional color triplets and
electroweak doublets, in vector-like representations. The number of such triplets and
doublets is highly model-dependent, as are their masses and U(1) quantum numbers.
Their masses, in particular, can be calculated from cubic or higher non-renormalizable
terms in the superpotential, and are generically substantially smaller than the string
scale. For example, the mass scale of such an additional color triplet in one model
was estimated [13] to be of the order 10
11
GeV.
We have analyzed the eects that such matter can have on the unication of
the couplings. Despite the presence of this new intermediate scale, however, we
nd that successful low-energy predictions are still generically dicult to obtain.
Indeed, in order to accommodate the low-energy data, we nd on general grounds
that extra triplets and doublets must be present simultaneously, and moreover that
this extra matter must have particular hypercharge assignments so as to modify the
running of the strong and electroweak couplings without substantially aecting the







, and (1; 2)
0






relatively small values of b
1
. Many of the realistic free-fermion models (e.g., that in
Ref. [4]) do not have such exotic representations and can actually be ruled out on
this basis.
Remarkably, however, some of the other realistic string models predict extra mat-
ter with exactly the required hypercharge assignments and in exactly the proper com-
binations for successful string-scale unication. For example, the model of Ref. [5]
contains in its spectrum two pairs of (3; 1)
1=3











= (1=2; 0; 1=20),




= (0; 1=2; 0). Clearly, this exotic matter
cannot be t into the standard SO(10) representations. Nevertheless, we nd that
this particular combination of representations and hypercharge assignments opens
up a sizable window in which the low-energy data and string unication can be rec-
onciled. For example, we nd that if the these triplets all have equal masses in the




 7  10
13







GeV, then the discrepancy is removed.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), which plots the same points as in Fig. 1(a)
except that this extra matter is now included in the analysis. Details and other
scenarios for each of the realistic string models will be discussed in Ref. [1].
We conclude, then, that string-scale unication places tight constraints on allowed
realistic free-fermion string models, but that a subset of these models manage to
satisfy these constraints through the appearance of extra exotic matter in particular
representations. It is of course an old idea that the presence of extra matter can
resolve the discrepancy between the GUT and string unication scales. What is
highly non-trivial, however, is that precisely the required sorts of extra states appear
in some of the realistic free-fermion models we have examined, with the appropriate
non-standard hypercharges to do the job. It will therefore be interesting to see
whether this string-predicted extra matter has masses in the appropriate ranges, and
to determine the eects that this extra matter might have on low-energy physics.
Such work is in progress [14].
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